
BEGINNER GRAPPLING TIPS 
 

Enjoy the Training 

  

This is a hobby/pastime for most, you are learning to fight but you should also be having fun. It will be 

hard at times and you may question if it's worth it but as you get better at it you will enjoy it much 

more and realize the benefits. 

 

Relax 

 

Every beginner gets told to "relax" about a hundred times, it'll take time to come but is important for 

productive training: 

 

a) Pace yourself. Don't try to go all out for 30 seconds then be unable to continue. 

b) Don't be so tense. It'll slow you down and you will get tired. Not every muscle in your body has 

to be working at full contraction the whole time! 

c) Don't freak out in bad positions.  By staying calm and reacting instead of panicking you'll learn 

more. 

d) Expend your energy as efficiently as possible. 

e) Don't try to do moves no much faster than needed (or that your skill level allows). Mechanics 

and leverage are important too. 

f) Don't try to bully moves. Use what is there, not just what you want. Also, learning when to let 

go of a move is as important as when to go for one. 

g) Head squeezers are stupid. You're there to learn, not to try and headlock someone to death. 

 

Breath 

 

When beginners tense up they tend to hold their breath. Try to keep a regular breathing pattern. 

Sounds simple but you'd be surprised how hard it can be when under pressure.  

 

Patience 

 

To get good at it takes time. You aren't going to be tapping everyone out after a weeks training. Have 

patience and put in the work. 

 

Focus 

 

Simply turning up is not enough. No one else can make you good, a coach can only guide you.  Pay 

attention and try to get as much out of the class as possible. 

 

Ask Questions 

 

If you don't understand something then ask. Ask more experienced students you train with as well as 

the coach. If someone keeps catching you with something during training ask what you are doing 

wrong.  

 

Tap! 

 

Don't get hurt. If you are caught out, tap out.  You're supposed to get tapped out, it's part of the game. 

If you can escape, go for it but if you're going to get hurt tap. You don't actually have to be in pain with 

gritted teeth to tap, sometimes that is too late!  Don’t let your ego take the better of you by not 

tapping out.  If you feel quite uncomfortable and there is nothing you can do to get out of a situation, 

better to tap out and start again.  Tapping and carrying on with the class is lot better than missing 

sessions while an injury heals. 

 

 

 



Be Careful with Submissions 

 

Apply the final portion of submissions with slow even pressure, do not jerk them on without control. By 

all means enter quickly in to the technique, but when it comes to finishing you have to control the limb 

and apply pressure slowly. 

 

Be Aware of the Tap 

 

When you have a submission applied, it is your partner’s job to tap, but you need to notice the tap. 

Don't just wildly apply the submission without being a aware of your opponent, he may not be able to 

use his hands on you and could signal vocally, tapping the mat or by stamping his feet. 

 

Don't Beat Yourself Up 

 

At the start you will probably get tapped many times. Remember that everyone went through the same 

thing, even the best.  Bad sessions are part of training. Don't get discouraged. Have patience, keep 

training and enjoy the workout. 

 

Watch Others 

 

You can learn a lot from watching others. Being able to see and understand what others are doing will 

increase your understanding. You may be able to pick up a technique, detail or movement that will help 

your game. Everyone has their own way of grappling, differing styles can teach you different things. 

Also, studying someone better than you and modeling how they roll can be a good way to make 

progress. 

 

Hygiene 

 

This training involves close bodily contact so hygiene is particularly important.  Make sure your gi is 

particularly clean and you should be showered prior to every session. You should wear a rash shirt or a 

T-shirt under your top.  Also, keep nails trimmed. 

 

Respect 

 

Show respect to the people you train with.  On the mat keep your partners safety in mind and don't go 

bullying less experienced players.   

 

"Leave Your Ego at the Door" 

 

This is a motto at many schools. Training can be competitive but you are there to learn, not fight. 

Training and drilling is about improving performance, not "winning". Don't bring your insecurities on to 

the mat. 

 

Position, Position, Position 

 

Good position skills are what make a good grappler.  Pin escapes and guard passing are the two most 

important aspects of your game, they are what you are going to need when rolling with better 

opponents.  

 

Submissions are great fun but good position skills are also important because they will get you out of 

situations. Not much point learning a submission combo from the mount if you can't get there or hold 

the position. 

 

Training Partners 

 

Finding a good drilling partner is great for making really progress, someone who can understand how 

you train and will challenge you.  However, training with just one or two people can put you in a bad 

spot; train with different partners to widen your experience. 



BJJ Curriculum 

LEVEL 1 – Positions, Transitions, Sweeps and Drills 
LEVEL 2 – Armbars, Armlocks and Chokes 
LEVEL 3 – Sweeps, Passes and Escapes 
LEVEL 4 – Intermediate Chokes and Armbars 
LEVEL 5 – Takedowns 
LEVEL 6 – Advanced Passes and Escapes 
LEVEL 7 – Advanced Sweeps 
LEVEL 8 – Advanced Chokes and Armbars 
LEVEL 9 – Footlocks, Legbars and Advanced Armlocks  

 

LEVEL 1 – Positions, Transitions, Sweeps and Drills (for BLUE BELT LEVEL) 

 

Positions 

Side Control 

Front Control 

Mount 

Back Control 

Kneeride 

Side Mount 

Guard 

 

Transitions 

Single Leg Guard Pass 

Single Leg Takedown from Knees 

Double Leg Takedown from Knees 

Bridging Escape 

Hip Escape 

 

Sweeps 

Scissors Sweep 

Hooking Sweep 

Back Sweep 

Front Sweep 

 

Drills 

Top Control Drill 

Mount to Back Drill 

Basic Circuit Drill 

Guard work Drill 

Kneeride Drill  

 

 

 



LEVEL 2 - Armbars, Armlocks and Chokes (for BLUE BELT LEVEL) 

 

Armbars 

Armbar from Mount 

Near Armbar from Kneeride 

Far Armbar from Kneeride 

Armbar from Guard 

 

Armlocks 

Figure 4 Armlock from Mount 

Lower Figure 4 Armlock 

Figure 4 Armlock from Front Control 

Figure 4 Armlock from Guard 

 

Chokes 

Cross Lapel Choke from Guard 

Front Choke from Guard 

Lapel Half-Nelson Choke 

Back Choke  

 

LEVEL 3 - Sweeps, Passes and Escapes (for BLUE BELT LEVEL) 

 

Sweeps 

Leg Grab Rollover Sweep 

Double Hooking Sweep 

Sitting Rollover Sweep 

Butterfly Sweep 

Open Guard Hook Sweep 

Open Guard Reap Sweep 

 

Passes 

Standing Guard Pass 

Double Knee Standing Pass 

Double Leg Pass 

Basic Half-Guard Pass 

 

Escapes 

Elbow Escape from Mount 

Side Control Escape to Knees 

Kneeride Escape 

Headlock Escape to Back 

Headlock Escape to Knees 

Rolling Headlock Escape  

 

 


